Works by Theo Wujcik, from the personal collection of Stanton Storer
Both Stanton and the Community Foundation of Tampa Bay are so very proud to exhibit these
four special paintings by local artist legend, Theo Wujcik. It has been too long since there has
been a dedicated exhibition of Theo’s works here in the Bay area.
This remembrance essay was written by Stanton Storer in honor of his friend and inspiration.
I first met Theo at an art benefit auction in 1999, where I acquired my first painting by this
artist, Barking Dogs Signaled The End Of The 20th Century, 1999 (not included in this
exhibition). Since then, I have amassed a collection of approximately 30 works by this one
artist.
The morning after the auction, Theo shared with me that, “There are two people extremely
important in the art world -- of course, the artist who creates the work, but more importantly,
the collector who not only supports the artist through acquisitions, but one who shares their
collection with others to view.”
Those words have always resonated with me and is the impetus behind why you are able to
enjoy these works here today at the Community Foundation.

About Theo Wujcik
As an introduction to Theo Wujcik, Margaret Miller, Director, Institute for Research in Art,
University of South Florida, wrote an essay on the artist for his 30-Year Retrospective: 19702000, held at the then-Gulf Coast Museum of Art. This exhibition was co- curated by Margaret
Miller and the late artist, James Rosenquist.
Following are a few excerpts from Miller’s essay:
“Long an influential presence in the Tampa Bay area, Wujcik has produced a diverse and
continually evolving body of workover the last thirty years. He embraces modes of production
and the freedom of experimentation similar to other artists of his generation such as Robert
Rauschenberg, Jim Dine, Roy Lichtenstein and James Rosenquist. His images are culled from
popular culture, art history, free associations, reverie and deliberate responses to events and
the complexities of our time.
Wujcik is attentive to contemporary art practice as it has evolved from a relatively small
network of private galleries in the major cities of the world in the ‘60s into the current global
phenomena that reaches well beyond. He may be making art in what is regarded by some as
the provinces, but the work is anything but provincial. Greater exposure in New York or Los
Angeles interests him but is not a driving ambition. What does matter to him, is that friends and
colleagues, like James Rosenquist, visit his studio and are enthusiastic about the work. In fact,

he is represented in important museum collections throughout the United States and in
numerous private collections in the Tampa Bay area. He has not taken refuge in Florida but
relishes the privilege of working in a supportive environment where he generously contributes
as a studio faculty at the University of South Florida and serves as a model for emerging artists.
Wujcik’s early mark on the art world was achieved with his elegant and meticulous portraits of
artists and art world figures. The artist, as subject, addressed his evolving interest in the
collaborative process, which he first observed as an apprentice printer at Tamarind.” In a 1996
talk at Eckerd College, he said, ‘I became impressed with the collaborative process, the idea of
more than one person engaged in producing a work of art.’”
Source: Essay by Margaret Miller, THEO WUJCIK 30-Year Retrospective, Gulf Coast Museum of Art, Largo, FL
exhibition catalogue, 2000.

About the four paintings on view
From the CLIMATE CHANGE series, 2005.
The following excerpts are from an article written by
Creative Loafing (cltampabay) contributor, Megan
Voeller, for a 2012 exhibition titled, VEERING BACK IN
OUR DIRECTION: Theo Wujcik’s No U-Turn, with works
that touch on global warming, at Hillsborough
Community College. Voeller eloquently describes
artist’s entree into his successful, art career, as well as a
look into his background and influences.
“If there’s an overused concept in visual art, it’s that of
the master. But sometimes artists achieve such ease of
creative facility, live through so many movements —
abstraction, pop, photorealism — and, frankly, see so
much shit (e.g., art world politics) that there really isn’t a
better word to describe them.
Forty-two years ago, Theo Wujcik arrived in Tampa
already a master — a master printer, or expert in fine art
Photo credit: Joe Traina
printing processes like etching and lithography, hired by
USF’s Graphicstudio from the Detroit Lithography Workshop he had founded. Today, Wujcik is
one of the city’s most revered art makers. His prints, drawings and paintings have been
exhibited by the Whitney Museum of American Art and the United Nations and collected by the
Museum of Modern Art in New York. But where you’ll find the 76-year-old artist day after day
(or, more likely, in the dead of night) is hard at work in his Ybor City studio — a warehouse on
Ninth Avenue where 8-foot-tall canvases propped against the walls await a finishing touch or an
admiring visitor. The onset of glaucoma has Wujcik grumbling about painting fine details (he

does it anyway), but nothing keeps him from churning out work and showing up at his favorite
local haunts (Seminole Heights gallery Tempus Projects, where he recently donated work for a
benefit sale; Ybor resto The Bricks).
So far in 2012, Wujcik has been the subject of a 10-year retrospective at the Bob Rauschenberg
Gallery at Edison College in Fort Myers. In April, his most recent paintings — a series inspired by
contemporary art in China — went on view at Galleri Urbane in Dallas and were included in the
city's Fine Art Fair. Through June 7, a focused exhibit at the Ybor campus of Hillsborough
Community College spotlights his global warming-themed paintings, circa 2005-07. And on June
30, the Polk Museum of Art in Lakeland debuts Invisible Elephant: Theo Wujcik and Kirk Ke
Wang, another China-themed project and collaboration between Wujcik and Wang, who
teaches at Eckerd College.
Not a bad year, right?
Another good one by Wujcik’s estimation was 1970. That year he arrived in Tampa not long
after completing a Ford Foundation fellowship to study printmaking at Tamarind Lithography
Workshop in New Mexico and Los Angeles. At Tamarind in the late 1960s, Wujcik (then a young
veteran who had studied art on the G.I. Bill) learned the ins and outs of printmaking techniques
and befriended L.A.-based artists who collaborated with Tamarind printers to make serial works
of art — lithographs drawn on stone plates, etchings meticulously reproduced in editions of 10
or 30. Fellow artists — names that already packed a wallop, like Ed Ruscha and Larry Bell —
became Wujcik’s subjects: detailed portraits of his colleagues, drawn in silverpoint (a delicate
Old Master technique) or made as prints, that were a hit with a prominent New York gallery.
After his fellowship at Tamarind, Wujcik moved back to Detroit. The Lithography Workshop had
just finished its biggest commission, a 1,000-print series with minimalist Robert Morris, when
Wujcik got a call from inviting him to work at the then 2-year-old (University of South Florida)
Graphicstudio. “It was the best move I ever made,” he says.”
Voeller added, “After a couple of years as Graphicstudio’s shop manager (the friend who had
invited him promptly vacated the post), Wujcik stepped into the position he would occupy for a
little more than 30 years at USF — professor of art, teaching printmaking, drawing and painting.
His influence was strong in the classroom but just as strong in the social scenes. In the 1980s he
became a fixture at a Tampa punk venues the Buffalo Roadhouse and the Miss Lucky Club, and
with a few USF graduate students he started an art-and-music, genre-blurring collective called
Mododado. During that time, Wujcik would wear gold-painted boots to concerts and then use
them in his work, smearing paint onto paper with the shoes.”
Used with permission from Megan Voeller. To read the complete article, please visit:
https://www.cltampa.com/arts-entertainment/visual-art/article/20749924/planet-theo

This painting regarding climate change was pivotal to his series of paintings that focused
attention to the environmental issues of global warming. Paramount, Theo used pixels to
express the apathy of cynics and skeptics. It isn’t that far of a stretch that my interpretation is
that pixels also depicted the blindness to – and realities of - climate change.
Although not this specific painting, another of Theo’s paintings from this series was selected
and curated for a worldwide, traveling exhibition with over forty international artists. This
exhibition was organized by the New World Museum in San Francisco through the United
Nations World Environment Programme. The following statement was written on January 20,
2015 by Traveling Museum Exhibitions.”
“The exhibition titled, Melting Ice: A Hot Topic, Envisioning Change premiered at the Nobel
Peace Center, Oslo, Norway, traveled to the Bozar Center for Fine Arts in Brussels, Belgium and
the Ministry of Culture in Monaco, before closing at the Field House Museum in Chicago.
In Melting Ice / A Hot Topic, the artists explore these many aspects of the meaning of change.
The powerful effects of climate change — scarcity of resources, desertification, and an increase
in the number of natural disasters such as floods and hurricanes — can lead to an increase in
resource conflicts. The UN Security Panel recently characterized climate change as a threat to
international peace and security. Climate change might lead to millions of refugees and
dramatic changes in the supply of drinking water. The link between climate change and peace
becomes increasingly apparent. The art invites us to reflect on our beliefs about the
environment and question our own perceptions. Our hope is that the exhibition will inspire
change — in both attitudes and action.”
I provide the aforementioned background on this exhibition strictly as additional validation of
Theo Wujcik’s international appeal and interest in addressing environmental and political
issues. Less importantly, Theo did not own a computer or have internet service, so he would
often rely on me as his “connection to the World Wide Web”- as scary as that sounded at the
time. I could not have been more honored to assist Theo for his communiqué for consideration
with the United Nations World Environment Programme exhibition.”
For more information on this exhibition/ initiative, please visit:
http://www.subhankarbanerjee.org/PDF/UNInstallation.pdf

Mythical Hero, 2008

Here are pictures of Theo and of me taken with Mythical Hero, 2008, after this painting was
returned from The Bob Rauschenberg Gallery at Edison State College’s (now the Florida
SouthWestern State College) Fort Myers campus. On the evening these photos were taken,
Theo was being recognized by the College Hunks Hauling Junk Company, after he had finished a
commissioned painting for the opening of their new “global headquarters” in Ybor City.
As reported by the Fort Myers Florida Weekly on December 21, 2011, The Bob Rauschenberg
Gallery hosted the “Theo Wujcik: A Ten-Year Retrospective 2001-2011” exhibition held in early
2012. Mythical Hero, 2008 was prominently displayed in that exhibition.
Curator Barbara Anderson Hill wrote an essay about this exhibition in the Fort Myers Florida
Weekly that included the following: “Wujcik is masterful at combining appropriated images and
patterns from our contemporary culture into a confluence of fragmented, complex works filled
with symbolism, metaphor, humor and irony. Mr. Wujcik is led by his passionate curiosity to
examine seemingly unrelated subject matter, ranging from interior décor to global warming to
hero worship. His mental archive of loose associations converges with his technical precision to
produce riffs of brilliantly painted canvases. Using visual clues, portraits are obscured by pixels
or chain link fencing. Sensuous lines of a desk leg morph into dripping paint. Looming large are
animated mythical heroes.”

The 2011 article continues, “Mr. Wujcik lives in his studio in the heart of Tampa’s historic Ybor
City, where his urban life and studio work are seamlessly interwoven. Retired from teaching
since 2003, he paints full-time, continuing his lifelong investigation of popular culture,
associating its idiosyncrasies and disconnects in remarkable and visually poetic ways.
Mr. Wujcik is a professor emeritus of University of South Florida where he taught from 1972 to
2003.”
“His works have been included in exhibitions and in the permanent collections of America’s
premier art institutions such as New York’s Whitney Museum of American Art; Museum of
Modern Art; Brooklyn Museum of Art; the Detroit Institute of Arts, Michigan; and Yale
University Art Gallery, Connecticut. Mr. Wujcik is the recipient of two National Endowment for
the Arts Fellowships, a Louis Comfort Tiffany Foundation Award, a University of South Florida
Research and Creative Scholarship Grant, a Florida Division of Cultural Affairs Individual Artist
Fellowship, the Edwin Austin Abbey Memorial Fund for Mural Painting and a Fellowship Award
from the National Academy of Design, New York.
Hill is a Florida-based fine art consultant with more than 30 years of professional expertise as a curator, collection
manager, writer and advisor for Florida’s art institutions. She may be reached via her email:
barbarahillart@outlook.com.
Permission to use the above was provided by Barbara Hill.
For more information on the Bob Rauschenberg Gallery or this particular exhibition, visit
www.rauschenberggallery.com.” To read this article in its entirety, please visit:
https://fortmyers.floridaweekly.com/articles/wujcik-retrospective-set-for-the-rauschenberg/

Ai Weiwei in Contemplation of Jade, 2012
One day while I was visiting Theo in his studio, I was blown away when I saw this particular
painting! Of course, I had no place to hang it (or any other number of large-scale works in my
collection), but this was such a powerful painting; I had to acquire it! Throughout the years,
Theo would constantly reinvent himself -- and with this painting, he had done so once again.
Like so many people throughout the world, I have tremendous respect for the efforts of Ai
Weiwei as an artist and activist, raising the level of awareness for betterment of human rights
and democracy.
When one considers the symbol of jade, words like harmony, wisdom, tranquility, and last but
not least, love, come to mind. Weiwei’s eyes are reflecting the color of a jade stone. I
remember Theo and I perusing books and catalogues for images that he may want to
incorporate into his future paintings. I was awestruck at how he saw images as an artist and
later, the magic that he would eventually create.”

Theo in his Ybor City studio; his painting,
Ai Weiwei in Contemplation of Jade, 2012
near completion.
In September 2012, Theo Wujcik and Kirk Ke Wang collaborated yet again for an exhibition
called Invisible Elephant, at the Polk Museum of Art (Lakeland, FL). Adam Justice was the ubertalented Curator for the Polk Museum of Art who organized the exhibition.

Artists (from left-to-right) Kirk Ke Wang,
artist James Rosenquist and Theo Wujcik.

Artists Theo Wujcik and Kirk Ke Wang participated in an artist’s
discussion at the museum, during their collaborative exhibition opening.
About the exhibition, Megan Voeller, contributing writer at the time for Creative Loafing,
wrote, “The crux of their collaboration was a mutual interest in Asia. For Wujcik, a Detroit-born
artist in his 70s, the continent represents what’s next in industry and contemporary art; for
Wang, a Chinese- American just past 50, Asia is a home that isn’t home anymore. ……… The idea
of Asia, as seen from an American or hybrid perspective, looms large in the current work of
both men.
After their first collaborative success, Polk Museum of Art curator Adam Justice offered Wujcik
and Wang a two-person show. ….. The title, Invisible Elephant, refers to an Asian proverb about
the limits of knowledge: What happens when a group of blind people tries to define what an
elephant is? Using their hands, each person feels out a small part; only collectively can they
learn anything about the whole. ‘The two of us try to touch the elephant to figure out what is
going on this world,’ Wang says.”
Regarding the painting, Ai Wei Wei in Contemplation of Jade, 2012: Ms. Voeller wrote,
“Wujcik’s large — 102 inches high by 90 inches wide — portrait of Chinese artist Ai Wei Wei is
reminiscent of his decades-earlier silverpoint drawings of American artists including James
Rosenquist, Ed Ruscha and Larry Bell. Wujcik became friends with those artists while working
at the Tamarind Lithography Workshop in Los Angeles during the 1970s; his delicate, superdetailed drawings of them were collected by the Museum of Modern Art and other prestigious
institutions.”

Voeller continued, “In recent years, Wujcik has admired the headline-grabbing work of Chinese
artists Ai and Zhang Huan (a Shanghai and New York-based artist known for his physically
grueling performance art). His portrait of Ai is painted in shades of red, a nod to the scarlet
mineral cinnabar used historically in Chinese arts as a decorative pigment. The painting focuses
on Ai’s face and his enigmatic gaze, which reflects flecks of green as if he were beholding a
piece of jade. Wujcik’s historically inflected homage seems apt to Ai, who is known for
provocative works that involve the destruction of antique Chinese vessels as well as his avid
Twittering against the Chinese government.’ Wujcik stated, ‘I realized in retrospect when I set
myself up as a PR person for the California artists that it was similar to what I did as a teenager,
drawing pictures of our gang, the Chuck-a-lucks.”. “It was only natural that I would gravitate to
the Asian invasion.’”
Mr. Kirk Ke Wang, Professor of Visual Arts of Eckerd College, is a painter, sculptor,
photographer, mixed media artist, as well as an educational software developer. He was born in
Shanghai, China, and received two MFA degrees from the Nanjing Normal University and
University of South Florida. Mr. Wang has exhibited his art works in art museums locally,
nationally, internationally, such as the Museum of Modern Art, PS1 in NYC and the National
Museum of Art of China in Beijing.
Used with permission from Megan Voeller.
Mr. Wang’s contact information: Email: wangkk@eckerd.edu Website: www.kirkkewang.com Facebook:
https://www.Facebook.com/Kirk.wang.100
For more information- and to see additional images on this collaborative exhibition between artists Theo Wujcik
and Kirk Ke Wang- please visit the Polk Museum or Art website and search for this exhibition in their
archives. https://polkmuseumofart.org

Imperial Jade Quarter Pounder With Cheese, 2008
This painting a metaphor for America’s influence on China- and was part of Theo’s Asian
Invasion series. This painting was a favorite of artist Jim Rosenquist.
It has been featured in two exhibitions:
1) The Theo Wujcik Memorial Service- artwork curated by Margaret Miller, Director for the
USF Institute For Research in Art. This memorial service was held at the University of
South Florida Contemporary Art Museum on Saturday, May 10, 2014.
2) The exhibition titled, “UNBOUND: Highlights From the Stanton Storer Collection”, held
at the University of Tampa Scarfone Hartley Gallery, and curated by Dr. Francesca Bacci,
former Associate Professor of Art & Art History, UT and Curator of the University
Galleries. The exhibition ran from August 28 through November 8, 2019.*

Upon Wujcik’s passing, Megan Voeller wrote a memorial in the April 03-09, 2014 Creative
Loafing- cltampabay magazine. An excerpt from this article: “The exposure to art (and this
artist, in particular) transformed Storer into an enthusiastic collector of contemporary art –
including about 15 of Wujcik’s works – and a donor to organizations including Tempus Projects
and the USF Contemporary Art Museum. The pair traveled together at Art Basel Miami Beach
and to New York when Wujcik was included in a group exhibition at Gagosian Gallery last year.
Last month, Storer gave $25,000 to USF to establish an endowed scholarship fund for USF
(Visual Arts) students in Wujcik’s name; he hopes other donors will contribute to the fund.”
The article closed with, “What I know about art is largely due to my friendship with Theo,”
Storer says.

Memories of Theo
One of the most memorable art-specific moments in my life was traveling with Theo to NYC in
2012. Theo had created a suite of etchings (not included in this exhibition) paying homage to
his close friend and LA-based Artist Ed Ruscha. Each etching had a sun-drenched character
falling asleep reading classic Ed Ruscha art books, of which Mr. Ruscha was the Master at
producing. Theo was extremely generous; he gifted Ed Ruscha and me an edition of the full
suite.
Upon receiving the suite, Mr. Ruscha called Theo and asked whether four of the suite of eight
line etchings could be included in an exhibition to be held at The Gagosian Gallery, 980 East
Madison Avenue, NY, celebrating other accomplished artists who had paid homage to Mr.
Ruscha with their own works. The exhibition was called Books & Co. Theo was ecstatic and
honored to be included in this exhibition.
I encouraged him to fly to NY for the opening; however, he was insistent that we attend
together. So, I cashed in some airline miles for the two of us and we were on our way to the Big
Apple. When we arrived at our hotel, the Renaissance in Times Square, I had planned to treat
Theo to an amazing, celebratory lunch at Marseille in Hell’s Kitchen. However, we were only a
short distance from the hotel, and Theo discovered an all-you-can-eat buffet at Sbarro. So
much for that amazing entree to our trip.
Needless to say, we had an amazing time. That evening, I was honored to have dinner with
Messrs. Ed Ruscha, Larry Gagosian, Theo Wujcik -- oh yeah, and about 20 of their closest
friends, but what a fun evening!”

(L) Wujcik and Ruscha at the Gagosian Gallery reception, March 5, 2013. (R) Theo enjoying this
moment in Times Square.

Theo with four of the suite of eight etchings, called Snooze You Lose, 2012. This photo was taken
at the Gagosian Gallery, upper East side on March 5, 2013.

(L) The artist having a great day in his studio, December 20, 2013.
(R) Theo enjoying an exhibition held during Art Basel- Miami Beach, 2012.

Perusing his photo albums and scrapbooks. In the background is a commissioned painting,
called Stan’s Studs. This photo was taken in Stanton’s Beachpark home in 2012.

Theo having a great day in his studio, December 30, 2013.

The artist leaving his Ybor City studio, only weeks before his passing.

In closing
Theo and I became close friends. Having had a successful career in the oncology
pharmaceutical industry, I immediately became Theo’s patient advocate upon his cancer
diagnosis, by driving Theo to his oncology appointments and engaging with his physicians. Theo
succumbed to cancer at the age of 78, passing away on March 29, 2014. Ours was a friendship
that will be cherished forever. I definitely miss the laughter and conversations shared over
many a Scotch whisky.
I am pleased to be sharing this collection in honor of our friendship and what it has meant to
me over the years. We hope you enjoy this small exhibition of this giant’s artwork and
influence on our Tampa Bay art scene. Again, I would like to extend my sincere appreciation to
the Community Foundation of Tampa Bay for exhibiting – and celebrating -- a few of Theo
Wujcik’s important works, as well as other artists that will adorn these walls. Thanks to CFTB
for their passion in supporting the Arts.
Please note: All photographs provided with this essay were taken by me (of course, with the
exception of the one Theo took of me in front of Mythical Hero, 2008). All photographs are
copyrighted. CFTB has permission to reproduce these images.

– Stanton Storer, April 2021

To learn more about Stanton’s collection and philanthropy efforts, please visit the following:
* Maggie Duffy wrote an extensive article that appeared in the Tampa Bay Times on October
18, 2019. https://www.tampabay.com/arts-entertainment/arts/visualarts/2019/10/18/unbound-reveals-stanton-storers-major-art-collection/
Amy Scherzer, Tampa Bay Times, Bay Magazine in April 2015https://issuu.com/timescreative/docs/baymagazine_nov2015_lores
Melissa Wolfe. Article, “Curating Happiness: Stanton Storer”, from the USF- The Official
Magazine of the USF Alumni Association, SPRING 2017, page 32.
https://www.usf.edu/magazine/documents/archives/2017-spring.pdf

